CHAPTER 10
AMULETS/MAGIC/MUMMIES
70:Close up of the ankh, Khonsu Temple, Karnak

Amulet Symbols
The word amulet is derived from Arabic and means (to bear or to carry). They
are used to protect the human body (either when living or dead) from evil forces.
Talisman comes from the German word telesma (incantation) and is usually the
embodiment of a special magical force which charges it the same way electricity
charges a battery. Plate 32 of the Book of the Dead contains what is believed to be the
magic words needed to charge four specific amulets. A talisman can be worn on the
body to become an amulet, and an amulet can be magically charged to become a
talisman. Almost every person in Egypt carried some form of charm or talisman. i
The amulet had the power inherent in the substance from which it was made,
and the words inscribed. Amulets could be made of stone (lapis, carnelian, alabaster,
jasper or jade), metals (gold, silver, copper, bronze), and occasionally from wood
(cedar, sycamore, tamarack). Some were worn simply for ornamental effect but most would have worn or carried
as magical protection, like someone today will carry a rabbit’s foot or put a lucky penny in their shoe. Some of
the famous amulets have already been described: the Eye of Horus, the scarab (usually made of green stone for
the heart) and the uas. A few other key amulets and symbols will be laid out in this section.
Chapter 156 of the Book Of the Dead contains five lines claimed to be the words needed to charge a
talisman called the Amulet of Isis, which the book claims should be made of red jasper or carnelian. It is a
protective device when on meditative, astral or journey work, and to open doors in the Duat. ii Red jasper is a
stone that is grounding for the first chakra, allows connection to the earth, to our own blood flow, and to strong
sexual energy. What is deemed to be blood may mean the essence not the blood itself. The essence when
combined with Isis’ magic words (hekau) and wisdom will lead to great power.
The Djed is found beside the Amulet of Isis in chapter 155. It is made of gold, needed to be raised alone,
and connected with the heart. It originally represented the spine of Osiris. The Egyptians equated the “raising of
the Djed” with the resurrection of Osiris and this festival was performed as part of the Nile flood. The spine of
Osiris lays against the back of the djed, and is our own spine that needs to have as the Pyramid Texts claim, “the
fire of the back mastered.” Four lines run atop the pillar that symbolizes the four highest chakra centers which
we aspire our kundalini to rise to.
The ankh is said to be the symbol of life and is found all over the world from India to England. It has a
male cross knotted together with a female oval. The cross is a male symbol of action, is of the world of four and
in order to reach the higher state of five, the female energy must be added. It is called the key to life because
when we can learn how to combine our male and female parts, we will be able to transcend the conscious mind.
The cross is related to this world of time and space. Jesus was nailed to a cross, signifying being nailed or kept in
this world. His resurrection transcended the cross. However the Egyptian ankh ties or unites together the cross
with the female oval. Symbolically the ankh is combining the above of spirit with the below of matter, or of yin
and the yang. The ankh can be used as a protective device, a meditative tool by staring at it, or as a hekau
(mantra) by saying its name over and over to unite the two principles inside. iii
The Menet was a necklace worn by women and played a considerable part in temple and funerary ritual
where it related to notions of rebirth or the passage to a new state. It was usually worn around the neck of Isis
and Hathor, and like the ankh, showed the combination of male and female qualities. Here these represented the
male organ of Min and the female organ of Hathor. Together they can create a royal birth, one that will give life
to a royal child (our higher self). It is also the root of the Egyptian word for nurse. iv
In Egypt the lotus was a powerful symbol that related to the first light of creation, and was used often in
religious texts. The lotus is representative of the light which comes from darkness, as the lotus rises from the
dark swamps of the Nile at dawn to open its flower to the light. So too we must be like the lotus and rise from

out own darkness when shown the light. One of the Neteru shown sitting on a lotus means they have reached a
state where they no longer go back into darkness, but always ride on the light. v
Rings were often worn by the ancients and were made in connection with the right planets (for metals),
herbs and stones. Words of power would be placed on them. Moses was said to have made several rings because
he was “skilled in the magic of the Egyptians.” Rings are great protectors but were rarely sold in the ancient
world because to have power they must be made specifically for someone. A plain gold ring became the symbol
of marriage for it was describing how a simple life together could lead each of them to spiritual gold. The ring is
circular thus helps bring back the powers of its parts (herbs, stones, metals) back to the source. Being worn on
different fingers will bring the power to different energy meridians of the body. The wedding ring finger is the
sanjiano meridian that is part of a connector with the heart. Marsiglio Ficino claimed to have learned how to
make seven rings, one for each of the planets (chakras) that he wore on a different finger each day of the week.
Appollonius was said to live for 100 years because of these rings. vi
Egyptian Magic
“Hermes accuses even magic, saying that the spiritual man who has come to know himself has no need to direct
anything through magic, even if it is regarded as good…he should go on seeking himself and when he comes to
know God…let fate do as she likes.” Zosimusvii
The topic of magic is often included in texts on Egyptian wisdom, thus I feel the need to explain it here.
Magic is actually two very different terms. What is thought of in the modern world as magic is really illusion.
The audience is tricked to think that what they saw was really something else. True magic is what the illusionists
attempt to recreate on the physical. True magic uses the forces of the universe and manipulates them slightly to
affect the physical plane. Anything that is seen to be beyond what is believed normal can be described as magic.
Levitating, herbal potions, hands-on-healing or the actions of a Yoga or Taoist master can all rightfully be
described as magic because few today have the power to understand what they witnessed. The word magic
comes from the Greek Magos or Magi, the name given to seers from Mesopotamia and Persia who were still
able to contact spirit directly.
Magic is really not a key teaching in the mysteries. Magic is the way of an individual to get something,
while the mystic is interested in what they can give. To produce a spell to get a new set of clothes is magic, to
make a spell to help a family who just lost all their belongings in a fire is mysticism. The actual process is
similar but the intent is different. That being said there are very powerful people right now who use magic daily.
Some do not even realize it, as their angry thoughts get manifested. The ancient Egyptian priest had to have a
key understanding of the workings of magic, less for them to use but to notice if negative (black) aspects of the
art were being used on them. At this point the training teaches not to respond to the aggressor but simply to
become a mirror and reflect this nasty energy back to the sender. That is turning black magic into white magic.
Actually all advertising is a form of magic. They make us believe that if we have their product, some miraculous
thing will happen (meet a woman if we drink their beer). However, we drink their beer and we meet the woman.
They have witched us, altered our thought process. Yet we could do all this without spending their money on
their product, but the advertising “magicians” don’t tell us that.
The true magic of helping is all around us. Stones, trees or animals are all available for our help as long
as we are trying to benefit others or the universe as a whole. There is no need for giant rituals or recited spells,
for true magic is an act of the heart that is connected with spirit. Spirit finds a way, thus faith is the best magic.
To try and manipulate beyond faith can lead to difficulty. If one is in need of 100 dollars one could ask spirit to
find a positive way that what they need be brought into their life. To try and manipulate spirit and force it to
provide $100 can certainly be done by what is called magic, but it could come as an insurance payout after an
accident. In Egypt one would be taught less magic, and more how to live magically from the heart. The pure
loving heart would connect directly to spirit, act as a conduit to let the energy flow, and through the intention of
helping and giving they would learn to allow spirit to provide all that one needs to do so.
That being said all acts of God can be taken as magical, so can making love, or teaching a child how to
ride a bike. Magic should be thought of as an activity that is infused with some special energy beyond the
normal. To have sex is merely about personal pleasure, but to make love is magical. In Egypt the Neteru Heka
has been translated as magic, but this is a Western background trying to understand deep Egyptian metaphysical
notions. Heka in the Coffin Texts is a special energy that provides safety. He is connected with Atum and

sometimes thought of as the brother to Maat, which would make him less magic in our sense of the word but
more of the outer force that energizes us to live Maat (the right way). He was always thought of as benevolent,
with the intent of the magician turning Heka’s energy to be used for positive or negative as he is sometimes show
holding crossed serpents. The word Hekau means words of power which are less of a magic spell as mantras for
the deep meditation of the initiate.
Tombs and Mummies
So much time seemed to be spent by the Ancient Egyptians focusing on death that many believe them to
be a scared or morbid culture. Mummies that are found in museums today are stared at with awe, and a sense of
sickness prevails for a society that made these preservings. However the ancient Egyptian views of death did not
develop out of some fantasy, but originated through the understanding of the universe and humanity’s place in it.
With this understanding they became a culture that used death in order to fully embrace life.
Birth was Mes (to bring forth). Death in Egypt was given the name mena, which was also the word for
ships to arrive in port. Death was a return to our true source, and the day of death was called “moving day.” In
texts they are not actually referred to as dead, only that they are unhappy. Using the term death would give it
power, as we would say someone has departed or passed away today. The owner of the Book of the Dead is not
dead but called an Osiris, claiming they are already beyond the state of death. This sense of something
happening beyond the state of death is mirrored in the Egyptian text Dialogue of a Man with His Soul. In it a
man is pondering his soon coming death, “death is to me today like a sick man’s recovery, like going outside
after confinement…death is to me today like a well-trodden path, like a man’s coming home from an
expedition…death is to me today like a man’s longing to see his home, having spent many years abroad.” viii
Usually funerary texts relate less to our physical death in this world but our symbolic death while alive so we
can reach the place of spirit and higher self.
Mastabas

71:Passageway between two mastabas made of large stone blocks, Giza Plateau
In Pre-Dynastic times (the period before the supposed start of Egyptian history) the dead were buried in
a crouched position in shallow pits in the desert. In these dry conditions the body mummified. Cold can also
mummify as shown by mammoths in Siberia and the mummies of the Incas in Peru. In time the pit in the earth
began to be replaced by a tomb called a mastaba, the Arabic word for bench. They were made of mud-brick with
flat roofs and sloping sides, thus looked like a bench. From the mastaba, a narrow shaft ran straight down to a
tomb where the person was buried with some personal equipment and possessions. At times, servants were

buried beside as if to oversee the needs of the dead in the next world, so too were wooden boats that were
symbolic of the voyage to the next world. ix One of my favourite things to do in Egypt is to walk the mastaba
fields at Giza, you usually have them all alone with the tourist’s attention taken by the pyramids.
Egyptologists claimed that the early mastabas were easy targets for tomb robbers who dug their own
tunnels to steal the riches left inside. Egyptologists now say that Egyptians changed from Mastabas to stone
pyramids. Pyramids were not tombs, and no original body has ever been found inside one. However they were
related to the teachings of the afterlife. Besides, if a mastaba was easy for tomb robbers to find why build giant
monuments to make them even easier to find? Egyptologists say that the pyramids did not stop the robberies so a
new set of burials was performed in the hills opposite Luxor, the famed Valley of the Kings and Queens. False
doors, blocked passages, detours and concealed entrances were all made to supposedly thwart tomb robbers.
Even so, only King Tutankhamun’s was found intact. The tombs at Luxor are decorated with great paintings and
reliefs, and was the period of time when the text known as the Book of the Dead was buried with the deceased.
Mummificationx

72:Late Kingdom mummy casket, Leiden Museum
The standard Egyptological story of mummification is that when burials
no longer happened in the Egyptian sand, it was found the bodies did not
mummify. So the Egyptian upper classes tried to find a process to
simulate the experience. Originally a resin was used but that
accomplished little. A new system of mummification was eventually
perfected. It must be noted that the process was at one time not only a
metaphor for the initiate, but also did provide a sense of everlasting life
(as will be explained). In time though, as the priesthood became more
corrupt, it became a money making venture for priests from frightened
upper class Egyptians, similar to modern televangelists. In the Victorian
era the mummy was thought to have healing powers and many were
removed from Egypt, not to be shown and preserved in museums, but to
be part of “mummy parties,” where the wrappings were taken off and the
former living being ground up for magic potions.
Even today no one is exactly sure of the Egyptian process but some of
the key elements have become understood. To begin with the inner
organs of the body had to be removed to allow the corpse to properly dry. The brain was removed through the
nose either by scooping it out or stirring it until it became a runny liquid and poured out. Cuts to the body
allowed the removal of the inner organs. The body was then filled with natron salt and spices for forty days. It
finally would be wrapped in linens, rubbed with oils and “painted” with a water-proof finish. A second layering
of bandages covered the body, with amulets and talismans placed between the bandages. The entire process
lasted 70 days. xi When the mummy was complete, a funeral could be held that involved ceremonies such as
opening the mouth.
The organs that were removed were not thrown away but placed in canopic jars with heads of the four
sons of Horus. The organs related to the four lower chakras (bodies), that when overcome symbolized one no
longer needing them. The sons of Horus and their protections were: Duamutef (stomach) Qebsennuf (intestines)
Amsety (liver) Hapi (lungs). Interestingly the organs were removed but the brain was simply turned into a soupy
mess and scooped out. The heart was left in tact, symbolically showing that it is the only organ that really
mattered. The brain would be the least thought of organ for it was not even preserved. The 70 days of
mummification equated to the length of time that the star Sothis (Sirius) was not visible in the sky. Her
appearance equaled the rise of the Nile flood and symbolically to the resurrection of Osiris. The mummification
process was to help make the deceased an Osiris.
Originally only Pharaohs and high priests were mummified, due to the great length of time and effort
needed for the process. During the New Kingdom more mummifications occurred for higher ups in the
government. As the New Kingdom was coming to an end, priests began to redefine a speeded up process that

would allow those who had wealth to have themselves mummified as well. They used a tar-like substance called
pitch. While they preserved, they broke easily. It was these figures that were called mummiya (meaning pitch or
bitumen) by the Arabs. By the time of the Greeks even faster and poorer mummifications (the McDonald’s of the
mummy world) came into being for the new middle class Greeks and Romans. These mummies were so poorly
done they rarely even survived a few hundred years before decomposing. Those who had no wealth were buried
in the ground.
Purpose
Egyptologists explain that mummification was a requirement of the dead in order to experience
everlasting life in the Duat. And quite likely this is what was believed, and sold, to the people of Egypt. But as it
its more deeper understandings, no one is really quite sure. Some possibilities to explain the underlying
significance of mummification are: Mummification could have come from the insight that after natural death, a
non-preserved body will decay into its respective particles of physical matter (the dust of the earth). The astral
body survives a bit longer, then it too decays into its astral particles. The body has returned to origin and source
of its parts. If the parts of us that are beyond the physical are perfected, one can continue on in the next realm. If
not they must return to the earth in a new physical body to continue living out their karma and experiences. We
take very little memory of these other lives with us in this one, but our inner parts know of them and produce key
experiences that are needed from the view of our fate and destiny. This is the idea behind the religion of
Buddhism, who do not practice burial or mummification, but cremation. They believe that our soul is incarnating
to have physical experiences and once we die those experiences have stopped. The soul cannot come back to
earth and take a new physical body until each part of us in the last body has returned to the environment. This
process may take 100-200 years for a body to fully disengage. When we form our new body, molecular parts of
the old are drawn to the new which allow the continuation of our past lives (experiences) into the new one.
While we may have different DNA and look different, we are made of exactly the same stuff as before.
Cremation helps speed the process by making the return back to the earth almost immediately, as the Eastern
teachings want to live out karma on earth as quickly as possible.
However, mummification is the opposite of cremation. If the body’s particles are not allowed to break
down one cannot return in a physical body. One must stay in the other realm. So why would that be? If it is said
that Ancient Egypt followed the process of reincarnation, as most spiritual books comment, then they would also
likely follow Buddhist ideas of getting the incarnations over as fast as possible. Some would say that the
mummification was supposed to be for high priests and enlightened beings, to be sure that they did not return to
a physical body on earth. The question becomes, if someone was so advanced, why would they need to return to
the earth, or even care if they did?
Perhaps they found an additional realm of existence which can only be entered and experienced beyond
this realm and the body must be mummified for that to happen, or perhaps it relates to the mystical teaching of
the body as a prison of the soul. Gurdjieff claimed that we are in fact only in a body on earth because we are
energetically stuck (like caught in a net) and if we can get out we will continue the journey we are supposed to
be having. In an odd twist, there are some Buddhist mummies in Japan of monks who purposely mummified
themselves while alive, using specific practices and diet. Today they still reside in the temple shrines (and like
Ancient Egyptian temple statues), the mummified Buddhist monks are clothed and fed each day for it is felt their
life energy continues to impart teaching wisdom to those who come to worship before them. It is possible that
the original temple statues of Egypt were not “statues” but the mummified remains of the great beings of the
distant past.
There is suggestion that Akhenaten did not mummify the dead during his reign. It could be the reason
King Tut’s burial was so lavish, as he was the first to be mummified after a time. Another theory that I pose in
the third volume is that mummification may be originally linked to the concept of life on earth being a time loop,
and mummification was a way of keeping consciousness through the loop (ala Phil Connors in Groundhog Day).
In time priests not aware of this sold this as an everlasting life, but could have been a very detailed science for
“watching the future,” then returning in the next loop with more information on what was coming and the
ramifications of choices from the last round of living.
Once the Europeans came to Egypt they began to disturb the mummies and even destroy them. It was
claimed that those who did so would bring on a curse. If any of those above theories is correct, that a
mummification was needed to avoid a return to a reincarnating earthly world, by destroying a mummy, the parts

can decay which allows for a return. The curse may be the departed spirit angry that it has its previous body
beginning to be broken down and may lash out to try and stop this process. Thus I remind everyone who travels
to Egypt or works with mummies in any way to show them great respect. I also give an alternate idea as to what
the Curse of Tutankhamun could be in volume 3 chapter on Akhenaten.
Ushabti
When mummification became the way for unscrupulous priests to make money, the developed a special
figurine to make them even more. These figures are called ushabti. Originally figures called shawabti were
buried with the deceased, each who had a specific function. Thus if in the next life one needed to haul water, a
shawabti would do it for you. Since a great number of these figures would be needed, many for each job in that
afterlife and that would cost a lot of money to have all the specialty figures made, a new figure called an ushabti
(answerer) was made. Discussed in chapter 6 of the Book of the Dead, it was inscribed with a spell that
whenever it was that called upon, and could perform any duty needed. xii
That was a neat trick. Instead of telling someone they needed 1000 specialty figurines to be buried with,
now they just needed 50 of these new all-purpose figurines who could do any job. And no surprise, New
Kingdom tombs began to be filled with these ushabti. Of course this must have caused considerable confusion
for the awakened in Egypt. Since life and death are both illusions, none of it would continue upon death, so the
idea of needing figures to perform work that does not exist is foolish. How did such a concept get so popular? As
the priesthood began to get more corrupt, along with mummification they brought the entire funerary concept of
the Pharaohs to the upper classes. They were able to convince the average population that since they were not the
king, when they reached the other world they were going to face challenges that involved physical labour. In
other cases these priests would have taught their “clients” that the next life would be a joyous paradise where
everything one had and did today would continue, as long as they paid them some royalties to make it so. This
special world became known as the “Fields of Reeds or Rushes” where the deceased would live the good life
with Osiris forever. The ushabti were brought with them so no work at all would have to be done and they could
just lounge on their fabulous estates. I’m sure you can see how this false teaching could have become welcomed
so easily and quickly into Egypt. Just as a person today who hands over large sums of money to religion thinking
their payment will somehow ensure them a safe afterlife, so too did the rich in Egypt not want to give up their
place of importance so easily. It was and is, a big money grab so the recipient will be the one living the good life.
It is about ego on both sides.
Valley of the Kings.

73:Tomb entrances in the Valley of the Kings
No trip to Egypt would be complete without a look at the tombs in the famous Valley of the Kings,

where many Pharaohs of the New Kingdom were buried. Most make their way here as part of a bus tour, that
rushes one into a few tombs, then back onto the bus to squeeze in as much in the day as possible. Sometimes I
will take the local transport here (1 pound mini-bus from the Nile ferry dock) but usually my preferred method is
to “walk like an Egyptian.” From the workman's village Dier El Medina (near the main ticket office) is the
Donkey Trail. It is the very trail that the tomb workmen (who lived at Medina) would walk to their jobs in
constructing the tombs. Not only is it a beautiful walk (especially early or late in the day when it is not too hot) it
gives great views of the Nile valley.

74:Old workman's path, known as the Donkey Trail, from Dier El Medina, travels along the cliff face and ends at
Hatshepsut's Temple and the Valley of the Kings

Once into the Valley of the Kings, you will find that there are tomb entrances all around the hills in the
area. They are labeled KV (King's Valley) and the number they were found by modern archaeologists. So KV1
was the first found, KV 55 much later. Each of the tombs is unique, though they have a few similarities. Each are
cut deep into the rock cliffs, most are straight (the early ones often dug in an L shape) and they have several
chambers. Generally each of the tombs from specific periods have the same layout and artwork. The walls and
ceilings are painted with some of the famous texts mentioned earlier. If you want detail on each of the tombs for
visiting purposes I recommend the excellent book The Illustrated Guide to Luxor by Kent Weeks, the
Egyptologist who discovered KV 5 (Rameses II sons) in 1983. Here I will just mention a few key tombs. Plan
your trip to the Valley of the Kings well. It can get hot during the day, and the tombs themselves can get stuffy,
so bring plenty of water. Don't rush to see four tombs in an couple of hours, take your time. Examine the walls,
ceiling. A good trick is to visit the most popular tombs at lunch time- when the watch tells people they are
“supposed to eat.” Many popular tombs will be surprisingly free between 12-1:30 PM.

75:Corridor to a Tomb in the Valley of the Kings.

KV 9 (Tomb of Rameses VI)
A favourite tomb of mine, because it was the wall texts presented in Alexander Piankoff's book that I
used to try to unravel the Book of What is in the Duat (chapter 17). So for me arriving at this tomb for the first
time to see the very texts face to face that I had been working on for over a year's time was quite a thrill. Is is one
of the longest tombs in the valley, 380 feet long and 5490 square feet in total size. This tomb contains not only
the Amduat text, but also complete versions of the Book of Gates, Caverns, Litany of Ra, and on the ceiling
Book of Day and Night. It also has the first appearance of the Book of the Aker (Earth) in the burial chamber,
which rarely appears in tombs. It is a great place to see complete versions of the main texts of Egypt in one
place.
KV 34- Thutmosis III
This Pharaoh has so many interesting things about him, and his tomb should follow that pattern. It is a
long climb up the cliff face on a rather wonky staircase to get you to the entrance. His burial chamber ends in a
round oval (perhaps to be a cartouche or a scarab beetle) and on the walls are early versions of the Book of What
is in the Duat. Instead of the complete painted figures found a few hundred years later in KV 9, here they are the
“cartoon-like” stick figures- but just because they appear to be more simply drawn does not mean that it is a
simple version- for the workmanship on these figures is incredible. KV 35 Amenhotep II is similar to this tomb.
KV 8- Merneptah, KV 14- Tausert
These two tombs I really enjoy. They are very long, have detailed wall and ceiling paintings, but because
they are not the “popular” Pharaohs, you can have a bit more time to yourself in here when viewing the artwork.
I like to use these tombs to examine the Book of Gates or Caverns overall, and then Use time in KV 9 to
examine a specific detail of the texts.
KV 17- Seti 1
Perhaps the most amazing in the Valley, however due to poor archaeological techniques on discovery,
this perfectly preserved tomb repeatedly flooded, damaging the paintings. It is now closed to the public. The
photographs, paintings and drawings from the tomb help to provide deeper detail and understanding of the tomb
texts that appear here in the Valley of the Kings. It was the first tomb in the valley to every part of every wall
covered with a text.

KV 57- Horemheb
This is an interesting tomb for a couple of reasons. It is the first tomb to have been made after the
Akhenaten era was over, and was the first tomb decorated in painted raised relief rather than on a flat plastered
surface. You might say that it was as if the artists were wanting to make a statement that the tombs being made
now were different from what had gone in the past, marking a new era perhaps on Egypt. Following Horemheb
was the first of the Ramses rulers- Ramses I buried in KV 16, whose walls look similar to this tomb.
KV 62- Tutankhamun
Ok I have to admit, I have been to the Valley of the Kings about 10 times and not once have I entered
into this tomb. Why? It could be that even though its historical significance, it is actually a very small tomb with
only a few wall paintings, and is besieged with line after line of tourists. Maybe it is because it is the only tomb
in the valley that there is an extra charge to go and see it? Or maybe when you read my speculations on
Tutankhamun in volume 3, there was a part of me that knew better than to enter his tomb, that it might be the
very one in the valley NOT to go in. I leave it for you to decide.
Valley of the Queens
Walking the other direction from Dier El Medina, one will reach the Valley of the Queens. Again
walking is a favourable method, for half way is a couple of small hidden temple's for Ptah and Meretseger
carved into the rock face- and it is a nice walking break to sit in these temples- usually alone- meditate and
prepare for the next part of your journey.
The Valley of the Queens was known in ancient times as the “Place of Beauty or Place of Harmony,” and
it was here that Royal wives and children were buried. Only a few tombs are now open to been seen here, and all
from the period of Rameses III, QV 44 Khaemwaset, QV Amenherkhepshef and are worth the look at difference
between the royal tombs in VOK and Noble's tombs at Gurna. The most famous tomb in the Valley of the
Queens QV 66 Nefertari (principle wife of Rameses the Great) and was perhaps the jewel of the entire West
Bank for visits, but like Seti I has had to be closed to the public due to concerns for the protection of the tomb
(moisture from tourists visiting causing the plater to crack off the walls). The Noble tomb of TT 96 Sennefer to
me gives a tiny taste of a look at Nefertari's tomb, which makes another reason to visit it.

Tombs of the Nobles
76:TT 96 Sennefer. Notice the grapes on the ceiling above.

Between the Valley of the Kings and the Valley of the Queens lies some
2-3,000 tombs over a 500 year period for various nobles the ran the kingdom
for the Pharaoh. Most of these were found around the old city of Gurna (now
demolished) and some near the workman's city of Dier El Medina. These are
often not on short tours to Luxor, guides focusing time elsewhere, but these
tombs should be visited for the artistry of the wall paintings and carvings,
and for the very different and unique scenes found here not found at the
royal tomb burials. I will mention a few of the tombs to make sure to be seen
when on the West Bank.
TT 100- Rekhmire. This was the Vizier (Pharaoh's representative much
like a Prime Minister) of Upper Egypt during much of the reign of the
famous Thutmosis III. A priest of Amun, Rekhmire was claimed in this tomb
that “there was nothing of which he was ignorant of, in heaven or earth, or in any quarter of the underworld.”
Almost every wall of the 3200 square feet of this tomb is painted, and mostly depict symbolic scenes of daily life
and the duties of the Vizier. One scene has him presented with gifts from far off lands: monkeys, giraffes,
ostrich, cheetah and such. TT 96 is the tomb of Sennefer, mayor of Thebes. This tomb has suburb paintings on
the walls and columns (similar to those found in the Valley of the Queens). What is most famous in this tomb is
the ceiling, which the tomb architect used to his advantage. The ceiling was unable to be plastered and
smoothed, so it was left rough, and on it was placed paintings of a carpet (which due to the roof appears to be
blowing in the wind) and grape vines (which appear to be 3-dimensional). A trip to this small tomb is a must just
for the ceiling alone. Notice the incredible number of lotus flowers that apppear in all the reliefs of Sennefer and
his wife.
TT 55 Ramose is a unique tomb not to be passed by. While it does have one painted wall, that includes
the famous wailing women- the rest of the walls are carved with raised reliefs. The detail in the braids of the hair
for example, is a thing of beauty when realizing how hard raising reliefs is as opposed to sinking them into
stone. Another thing that makes this tomb very special is the fact that there are no scenes of daily life here, only
Ramose's funeral and his relationship with the Pharaoh Amenhotep IV (later to become Akhenaten). Nothing that
surrounds Akhenaten is by the book, even here where on a far wall he and his wife Nefertiti are depicted, in what
can be said as the beginning of the Amarna style of art. But a bit further down is a more standard depiction of the
couple including the aten disk with hand-ended rays reaching out to the ground. In a sense this wall of the tomb
is showing a bit of the evolution of art at the time the Heretic Pharaoh. The layout of the tomb appears as though
Ramose died early in his time with Amenhotep/Akhenaten, as much of the tomb wall painting is unfinished, and
there is no mention of a child succeeding him. Again it is quite possible that when Akhenaten was ready to move
the capital to his new city of Tell-El-Amarna, Ramose might not have wanted to go, or was “eliminated,” hence
the need to have him buried and put away quickly. Another possibility that came from looking at this tomb was
that Ramose could be the Biblical Moses. The name Moses is a corruption of the Egyptian word Mose meaning
“born of” in Ramose's case, born of Ra or son of Ra, That Ramose seems to have disappeared after Akhenaten
moved the capital of Egypt from Thebes to Tell-El Amarna gives another possibility that Ramose might have had
to leave Egypt, not wanted in the new rulers political and religious ideology. Anything is possible during the
reign this period of history (see volume 3 chapter on Akhenaten).
The Ramose tomb is also memorable for me, on my first trip to Egypt I went to this tomb with an
Australian couple that I had recently met in Luxor. As we were peering down the long shaft in the forecort we
thought against what seemed to be a long walk down into the darkness...when the husband Dave, dropped his

camera and we heard it roll down and down until we could hear it roll no more. We now had to walk down to get
the camera. It was a challenging walk, even with 2 flashlights. We wound up down in the underground chamber,
a small 4-pillared room with a very odd cylindrical shape in the middle. We turned off our flashlights for effect,
and stood in the incredible spooky complete darkness for a few minutes getting another energetic taste of Egypt.
We then walked back up only to have the tomb guardians staring at us, wondering what crazy people were dumb
enough to walk down the dangerous shaft. In case you were wondering, the camera turned out fine.

77:Daily life from TT69 Menna
Other very good Noble tombs to check out IS TT 69 Menna, What makes this tomb unique was not just
the quality of the artists here, but what they drew. Each person and animal is given individualization, which is
very rare in Egyptian art. It is possible that every person drawn on the wall was modeled on someone who was
living at the time. As well he has added humourus and odd touches not found in tombs- a man falling off one of
the boats, strange looks on some of the men in the fields. The famous wall of the fishing scene is also memorable
for the amazing detail given the fish and birds, which give very lifelike examples of the animals of the time. And
the daughters of Menna are also given a deep individualization not normally seen in art. I believe that this is
more than just the “whim” of the artist, but may perhaps have been a suggestion of Menna himself. Imitation is
often a form of flattery so this might also be the people who worked for him wanting to share his humour and
how he treated them as “individuals” not as numbers on a clock like other Egyptian high court members might
have.
Dier el Medina Tombs

78:Field of Rushes in the Tomb of Sennedjem at Dier el Medina.
`Generally only three tombs are open for a visit here, but they are very well preserved. These were
tombs for special workmen and craftsmen of the valley, as opposed to the private tombs of the officials just
mentioned. Unlike the great religious texts of the Valley of the Kings, or the scenes of daily life and funeral
processions in the Nobles Tombs, there here mostly show lovely pained scenes of the Book of the Dead, some of
which appeared in the tombs they worked on in the VOK. What is interesting that while they “borrowed” scenes
from the Book of the Dead here, they did not borrow texts such as the Book of Gates, which showed that
somehow the Book of the Dead was viewed as something more common for the average person. The colours on
the walls are terrific, as is the attention to detail in the work. These tombs were entered by a small forecort, and
then led to a small pyramid. These tombs were for an entire family, and not for just one individual, and several
people could be found buried in each one.
TT 1 is the tomb of Sennedjem. Like most tombs here you come to a rounded ceiling in a small
rectangular room. The back wall has a famous depiction of the Field of Rushes, done perhaps with the most
detail in New Kingdom Egypt, while chapter 1 is mostly featured on the walls. The ceiling shows religious
activities with the Neteru. In the entrance way can be found Atum as the cat, cutting the head off the serpent
Apop. TT3 is the tomb of Peshedu. Because it is 150 feet up the hill it is less visited, as guides don't want to
spend the extra time to show tourists, so this is a chance to have more alone time here. This tomb is most known
of the reliefs of Peshedu kneeling beneath a palm tree beside a pond. Notice how the palm tree is made in great
detail (the palm was symbolic for years and time, so there is much more being presented here). The other open
tomb here is 359 Inherkhau, most known for its ceiling designs of geometric shapes, “x o” patterns, and bull's
heads in a way that resembles many of the things painted by the Minoans on Crete.
Mysteries of the Mummy
The true teachings of the mummy had nothing really to do with death, but were symbolic instructions
and exercises to teach the initiate how to connect with their higher self (God). Sheti is the Egyptian word that
means to lead a spiritual life. This word’s root is sheta, which means hidden, mystery, and the upper nasal
passage (where the third eye that leads to the mysteries is located). Shetat or Shesheta are secret rituals. Thus
sheti means to lead a spiritual life by going into the hidden mystery and perform the sacred teachings. A mummy
in Egypt was called a Shet-t, connecting it to the initiate’s work on the spiritual life. The mummy originally was
not something that is worked on when dead, but when alive. The mummy in the coffin is actually symbolic of
our wrapped up higher self that is kept locked inside our own coffin (the mind). The bandages of the mummy
were always equated with Set, for it is our own conscious mind that creates the illusions and desires of the ego.

To find our true self we must open the coffin, and unwrap our mind to find the heart within. This is the true
teaching that the mummy is attempting to explain. xiii

Duat
79:Seated Osiris with Anubis and Horus behind, Valley of the Kings KV 57

The Duat is a very special place in the understandings of the after death
state, for it is where the deceased is said to live with Osiris who circles the
region. The Duat is usually translated as the underworld, but is more of an
inner world for it exists within the body of Nut. The sun when swallowed
travels the Duat inside of Nut each night before being reborn. Three Old
Kingdom texts: Book of What is in the Duat, Book of Caverns, and the
Book of Gates describes this region. Of course the Duat is really inside
each of us, and it cannot be reached in a physical way but from a place of
higher consciousness. The Duat was also located in the sky near or in the
constellation of Orion.
The sun gets reborn from the Duat as Khepera, showing that the inner
Duat must be a place of darkness where one can reach the transformative
light. The Duat was believed to be a place where great tests, challenges
and monsters waited for us. Passing all of them successfully would lead
us to come face to face with Osiris on the throne. To the Egyptians the
Duat was the place where our innermost us, God, could be found. It was claimed to be made up of seven
sections, called mansions and relate to the seven cows of Hathor (thus to our seven chakras). Just as each of
these mansions must be passed to reach Osiris, so to do we have to clean and purify our seven chakras to reach
the true realm of the inner, which is the Duat. At each part a guard awaits who needs specific questions answered
by us. This symbolizes our wisdom that we have gained, not only from texts but also form our existence that can
be taken into states of altered consciousness. xiv
The exact spot where Osiris can be found within the Duat is called Sekhet-Aaru or Amentet. It is
compared to a place that is beyond time and space, has no thought, and no birth or death. It is reached through
passing the seven arits (halls) and Chapter 125 of the Book of the Dead says, “I have drawn myself to the place
where the cedar tree does not exist, where the acacia tree does not put forth shoots, and where the ground neither
produces grass nor herbs.” The lack of plants refers to a place that is so still and unchanging that nothing grows.
There cannot be material things for they are subject to birth and death. The only way to reach this place of no
motion is to take our minds to the place of no motion. When one can reach this part, they are with Osiris, lord of
the black. One has reached the state of nothing or the void. This is the place that is beyond the world entirely,
back to the oneness that is in fact everything. To reach this true state of being we must avoid the monsters (the
parts of our mind that lead us away from this state) and connect with the Neteru that are found (the energies that
help bring us to this state). xv Thus the Duat can never actually be located for it only exists within each of us, at
our true state of being. This is the place that meditation, alchemy or other transformative discipline is attempting
us to reach.
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